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taking the time to share your knowledge and help other members. 
Your generosity has resulted in over 40 pages of tips!! 
 
The tips and tricks contained in this document are all from 100k Factory 

been able to test every single recommendation out, so some may work 
better than others. 
 
Some of the tips involve adding new plugins and functionality to 100k 
Ultra websites, as with any website modification, we recommend 
making a full back up of your site BEFORE you roll out any changes, that 
way if anything goes wrong, you can always revert to what you had 
before. 
 
Thanks again, and enjoy the tips! 
 
Aidan and Steve 
 
  

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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Tips & Tricks 
 
The following tips are in no particular order  
 

Jing 
 
Jing is a program that can be used to Cut, Crop, Copy and Save any 
image.  
 

example, you can use it to crop out watermarks. 
 
Teresa S. 
 
 

Item Selection 
 
When choosing an item, if you know exactly where to buy this item 

 
 

Webinpaint 
 
Great for removing watermarks. 
 
Mark C. 
 

Swipe Ad Ideas 
 
When you're doing your product research and you notice websites that 
are selling products similar to those we're targeting, click on a few of 
the products. Eventually FB will start to show ads from those websites 
in your feed. When you see them in your feed, take a screen shot and 
put them in a Swipe file ready to refer to when you need new ad ideas. 
 
Gillian P. 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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Finding Your Ads 
 
How to test that my ad clicks through to my product page: 
Also, it took me a while to figure out how to actually see my ad and 
click on it to test if it clicked through to my website properly. After you 
set up an ad to run via the Ads Manager, go to your facebook page and 
look at your notifications. (the globe icon at top right). They send you a 
notification (with Green Checkmark) to let you know when your ad has 
been approved. Click on this and it will show you that ad. Scroll down 

will take you to a view of your ad that you can now test by clicking on 
the ad and see if it takes you to your product page. Of course, you 
could continue on and add the product to cart, and even order it if 
you want to test the whole process! 
  
Lisa H. 
 

Lucky Orange Wordpress Plugin 
 
Lucky Orange is a Wordpress plugin that provides: 
  

 Simple Traffic statistics 

 Heatmaps 
 Live Chat 

 

 
 Live recordings (watch exactly where people are leaving your 

site and what they are doing) 
 Funnel dropout 

 
This will really help people, especially those that  
  
It is $10 a month, but there is a free trial which could be used to initially 

 
 
Rob C. 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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Freshdesk Help Desk Account 
 

support email address to forward to your Freshdesk help desk. It will 
automatically open a ticket, send the requester an email that the 
request has been received, send you a notification that a new ticket has 
been made. 
  
Now the best part is Freshdesk sells toll free and local numbers. Costs 
$2.00 a month for a toll free number. (Other charges are better them 
most toll free providers). Now you can set up an automated call tree, so 
you can have the caller press 1 for test store, press 2 for niche store, etc. 
The call will be recorded and a ticket can be made. If you have a VA, 
that person can actually answer the calls via the browser or you can 
also have calls forwarded to your phone. I have mine automated to 
route caller to the correct store and then tells the caller that agents are 
unavailable and then asks for them to leave a message. 
  
I also set it up to text my phone when a ticket comes in. 
 
Sue W. 
 

Creating a new Personal Facebook 
Account 
 
This is for individuals who may need to start over with their Facebook 
Account.  Not the business account but their personal one.  
 
http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-New-Facebook-Account  
 
John  
 

 
 
This by far one of the coolest thing I came across on how to dazzle 
demographics targeting. This is for more for targeting the right people 
in a audiance. This is for finding people that are passionate in that 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-New-Facebook-Account
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interest. So what this methods involves is getting demographic data 
from HUGE online brand.  
 

 
 
Step 2 Look at media kits in your niche, and find demographic data 
about age.gender. life style trait, home ownership. kids and much 
more.  
 
Step 3 Use this data to target you FB ads to the ideal demographics in 
your target niche. 
 
The bonus part is if you can find the media resource as a Facebook 
interest, use it and combine it with the demographic data from that 
same exact resource. 
 
What I learned about Media Kits is advertisers use these to target their 
niche. This has a lot of good data that you can model from. I hope this 
is very helpful information. 
 
Robert L. 
 

Incognito Testing 
 
Whenever you add a plugin, any plugin, open an incognito (private 
browser) page and test your cart process all the way through to just 

one minute h
become active. This "hang" continued for over three weeks and caused 
customers to leave my site thinking it was not working correctly. 
However, the minute after I deleted all my add-on plugins and began 
testing the cart process one plugin at a time, I found the culprit (Spy 
Stream) and now my site has no more hangs. 
 
David T. 
 

Centimeters to Inches Conversion 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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Since I sell my products in the US (which typically measures in inches) 
and most of the Aliexpress products give the measurement in 
centimeters, I printed a chart off of the internet that lists the 
conversions of CM to INCHES and I change the details on my website to 

 
 
Lisa J. 
 

Change Your SKU Numbers 
 
Do not use the SKU as presented by AliExpress.  An astute buyer can 
easily put that SKU into a search engine, and AliExpress will be the first 

stopping them from order from AliExpress directly.  I would suggest 
inverting the SKU by listing it backwards, or creating your own SKU. 
 

 
  
Check your PUBLISHED list often (100KFactory.net/ultra) to see that 
your products are indeed still available. 
 
Debra M. 
 

Get Premium ShutterStock Images for 
FREE via Facebook 
 
If you need to find good quality stock images for ads, you can do if for 
FREE inside Facebook!  
 
In Facebook, begin creating an ad without completing the ad. 
Continue until you have an option of uploading an image or using a 
stock image. 
 
If you select free stock images 
database of free images which can be used. 
 
What you can then do is search for whatever you need, for example, 
search for a women smiling and select desired images. 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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Select crop image  - select original without grid and copy with a screen 
capture app such as jing or snagit. 
 
Repeat and then cancel this ad process. 
 
Use the pictures in the design tool to create the ad you would as usual 
with desired free images. 
 
Ken D. 
 

Yes. Benefit. Scarcity. Action. 
(Facebook Ad Writing Tip) 
 
1. Start with a Yes question 
2. Follow up with the Benefit. 
3. Include Scarcity 
4. Give only ONE call to action 
 
Here are the details of each step: 
 
1. Start with a Yes question: A yes question is any question that the 
customer answers yes to. Example: If running an ad to a cat product, 
we can start with, 'Do you LOVE cats?' 
This qualifies the audience so that they take attention to the ad. 'Yes, I 
love cats... What is this about?' 
 
2. Follow up with the Benefit: Benefit means how the customer will 
FEEL after owning the product. Many businesses include features 
(instead of benefits) in their ad copy. Like mentioning water-resistant 
watch, beautifully designed earrings, genuine Star Wars keychain. 
Instead focus on the benefit to the customer along with the feature.  
 
Example: Catch Everyone's Attention with these gorgeous earrings,  
Avoid Being Stranded on the road with this DIY bicycle repair toolkit,  
Show Off this unique [product] to your friends and have bragging 
rights. 
 
3. Include Scarcity: If you are going to raise the price soon, mention 
that. If stocks are limited, mention that. 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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Example: Regular Price: $25. At $9 only for Today! 
 
4. Give only ONE call to action: You need to specifically tell the user 
what action they need to take. Share the post, watch the video, buy the 
product, etc. I prefer not to overwhelm the user by including only one 
call to action. 
Example: Click Here to Buy Now! 
 
Hope this helps.  
 
Rahul B. 
 

LeadIn Plugin 
 
A plugin that gives you more information about your website visitors: 
 
https://wordpress.org/plugins/leadin/  
 
https://leadin.hubspot.com/  
 
Vasilios 
 

Use Scarcity Timer on Checkout Pages 
 
A scarcity timer can really improve conversions! 
 
I would specifically recommend using timer by: 
 
https://thrivethemes.com/ultimatum   
 
Cheers, 
 
Kelly 
 

Add Paypal Security Badges Next To 
Logo 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/leadin/
https://leadin.hubspot.com/
https://thrivethemes.com/ultimatum
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I saw http://thegadgetsuperstore.com and liked how you had your 

do this: 
 
1. Choose the Paypal security icon you like from a simple Google 
search: 
 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=secure+payments+by+paypal+imag
e  
 
2. Snagit (or other screen grab tool) 
 
3. Upload to Media 
 
4. Go to Appearance, Theme Options, Main Settings, Sitewide Banner - 
and upload from Media. Choose save - and Voila - see attached. 
 
Carolyn M., Brad J., Angela S. 
 

Strides App 
 
Strides is a great mobile app to help you set up reminders for the 100k 
daily/weekly/monthly cadence. 
 
Jeff B. 
 

Run a Sweepstake 
 
Consider a sweepstakes/giveaway for your site.  For every unit 
purchased, one entry is provide.  Give away something cool and run it 
for awhile. 
 
Jeff B. 
 

FAST 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
https://www.google.ca/search?q=secure+payments+by+paypal+image
https://www.google.ca/search?q=secure+payments+by+paypal+image
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Using Like ads against niche site content is a great, and inexpensive 
way, to drive likes to your FB page.  From here, you now have an 

 
 

Option 
 
If a visitor provides either a negative feedback or an unwanted 
comment on your FB Ad post, you can use the FB Ad Manager to view 
the comment and then Hide That Comment. 
 
The cool thing about hiding the comment is that the it remains visible 
to the person who wrote it and their friends but will not be seen by 
anyone else.  This reduces additional negative feedback or comments 
from that person if they find out you hid their comment. 
 
It works perfectly. 
 
Example - I had a visitor that wrote a comment on one of my ads "$1.00 
at Dollar Tree" - this is not necessarily a negative comment but I didn't 
want new visitors to see it as it would devalue my offer, so I hid that 
comment. 
 
Hope this helps someone else. 
 
Dale M. 
 

3-Diamond Vendor Rating Criteria 
 
Take a look at the vendor rating of each vendor before we do business 
with them. I would suggest only doing business with Vendors who are 
3 Diamonds and above, as these vendors have been in business for a 
long time and are proven AliExpress sellers. 
 
Thank You, 
 
Les G. 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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-
Targeting Customers 
 
For Facebook advertising, use the "right side ads" for retargeting your 
custom audiences as these ads are very cheap but still convert well for 
individuals who have already visited your site. 
 
This saves a lot of money and still converts well. 
 
Thanks, 
Matt H. 
 

18 Free Image Sources 
 
One of the issues we have as 'designers' of websites, 'designers' of 
Facebook ads, etc., is getting good quality, high-resolution photo 
images to use. Most of the best-known sites (like Shutterstock, etc.) 
charge fees to download their photos, and some even restrict 
downloaders from using the photos for "commercial purposes" -- 
which is exactly what we are doing when we use these photos in our 
ads. I've done research to find many FREE high-resolution photo 
downloading sites for 100K members to be able to get high-quality 
images for their FB ads, for their websites, etc. These sites all offer FREE 
images, and they allow commercial use of the photos: 
 
www.stocksnap.io   
www.unsplash.com  
www.gratisography.com  
www.negativespace.co  
www.splitshire.com  
www.littlevisuals.co  
www.lifeofpix.com  
www.deathtothestockphoto.com  
www.superfamous.com  
www.picjumbo.com  
www.imcreator.com  
www.getrefe.com  
www.freestocks.org  
www.snapwi.re  

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
http://www.stocksnap.io/
http://www.unsplash.com/
http://www.gratisography.com/
http://www.negativespace.co/
http://www.splitshire.com/
http://www.littlevisuals.co/
http://www.lifeofpix.com/
http://www.deathtothestockphoto.com/
http://www.superfamous.com/
http://www.picjumbo.com/
http://www.imcreator.com/
http://www.getrefe.com/
http://www.freestocks.org/
http://www.snapwi.re/
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www.tookapic.com  
www.picography.co  
www.mmtstock.com  
www.kaboompics.com  
 
Hopefully, this list can help other 100K members! 
 
Bill S. 
 
 
 

PayPal Mastercard 
 
Instead of transferring money from PayPal into your bank account to 
pay bills, apply for the PayPal MasterCard Debit Card & use it to pay 

you make with it!! 
 
Liz D. 
 

Get a PayPal Working Capital Loan 
 
Once you get some sales coming in consistently, you can apply for a 
PayPal Working Capital Loan.  Wha

business through PayPal & help you do more of it.  The payments are 
flexible & sent automatically based on the sales you make each day.  
You can be approved & have cash in your PayPal account in minutes!  
This may not be something you need or want right now while building 
your online business, but may be a very valuable resource as you 
progress into building your online empire.  
www.PayPal.com/workingcapital  
 
Liz D. 
 

Use The Facebook Text Overlay Tool 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
http://www.tookapic.com/
http://www.picography.co/
http://www.mmtstock.com/
http://www.kaboompics.com/
http://www.paypal.com/workingcapital
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remember i  
 
Want to avoid wasting time submitting ads that are denied due to too 

submitting them to see whether or not they have too much text in 
them!   
 
Go to: https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay and upload 
your ad image.  If you have text in more than 5 boxes, your ad will not 
be approved, so shrink or move the text around until all of it is inside 5 
boxes or less! 
 
Liz D. 
 

PicMonkey.com 
 
PicMonkey.com (http://picmonkey.com/) provides a robust & very user 

collages, watermarked pictures, and so much more!  I use it to edit the 

Google & attention grabbing to potential buyers.  They offer a free 
version & a premium version for about $30/year that has a few more 
bells & whistles. 
 
Liz D. 
 

Use Hashtags on your Facebook Posts 
and Ads 
 

ads!  Need help finding some popular ones related to your niche? This 

http://hashtagify.me  
 
Liz D. 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/tools/text_overlay
http://picmonkey.com/
http://hashtagify.me/
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Color Contrast Chart 
 
To greatly enhance your ad image, use the following color contrast 
guide: 
 

 
 
Donny J. 
 

Remove The Review Tab From Product 
Pages 
 
If you have no reviews, you can remove the product review tab from 

functions.php file: 

 
 
Donny J. 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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Remove Product Description from 
Description Tab 
 
To do this, open your Wordpress admin section, then go to Appearance 
-> Editor is a software that is used to create and modify webpages. 
 
There are two types of Editors: 
Low-level Web page editors - are used for HTML code modifications.  
High-level Web page editors - allow to change content you see xxx=" 
glossarylink="" "="" style="border-bottom-style: dotted; border-
bottom-width: 1px; border-color: rgb(192, 41, 41); cursor: 
pointer;">Editor.  
 
Open custom-Functions are "self-contained" modules of code that 
accomplish a specific task. Functions usually "take in" data, process it, 
and "return" a result. xxx=" glossarylink="" "="" style="border-bottom-
style: dotted; border-bottom-width: 1px; border-color: rgb(192, 41, 41); 
cursor: pointer;">function.php file: 
 
Add the following filter before closing php tag 
 
add_filter( 'woocommerce_product_description_heading', 
'remove_product_description_heading' );  
function remove_product_description_heading() {  
return '';  
} 
 
Donny J. 
 

How to Quickly Capture Multiple 
Images from AliExpress 
 
Sometimes all the images for colour or size variants are not on the 
main page so that I can save them. Usually I have to click on each 
variant on the page and then select and capture that image and save it 
for later. 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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This page is a prime example: 
 
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-
pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-
parker-
fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_t
est=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_100
33_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-
5596766f6af6  
 
To get a picture for each image I have to click the colour that I want, 
then capture the screen and edit it to just get what I want. I have tried a 
few capture programs but I still had the same image issue. 
 
Then I tried this one. "Greenshot":  
 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/greenshot/  
 
Here is what I like about this one. 
 
To get a snapshot of the first image, I do what most capture programs 
do. Select the area that I want to capture and then save it. 
 
Greenshot does the same but the magic comes when I am capturing 
the second, third and so on images. 
 
When you click on the second image from the AliExpress page that you 
want and bring up Greenshot, an option comes up to "Capture Last 
Region". If I click that it grabs the new image from the same spot and 
then allows me to do a Save As with a new description. 
 
So I get the region I want to capture immediately and I can save it. 
When you have 10-12 different images to capture, it saves me a lot of 
time. 
 
Bruce G. 
 

Pricing Products During The Testing 
Phase 
  

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-parker-fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_test=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_10033_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-5596766f6af6
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-parker-fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_test=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_10033_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-5596766f6af6
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-parker-fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_test=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_10033_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-5596766f6af6
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-parker-fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_test=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_10033_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-5596766f6af6
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-parker-fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_test=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_10033_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-5596766f6af6
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-parker-fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_test=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_10033_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-5596766f6af6
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Promotion-Free-Shipping-fountain-pen-parker-Sonnet-pens-office-supplies-school-parker-original-metal-parker-fountain/32451676480.html?spm=2114.01010208.3.1.zvS82s&ws_ab_test=searchweb201556_0,searchweb201602_4_10037_10017_507_10033_10032_401,searchweb201603_1&btsid=51cca2c6-3222-4f12-8560-5596766f6af6
https://sourceforge.net/projects/greenshot/
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When setting price on a n
the sales price very close to the wholesale price found on Ali Express 
(with minimal markup).  This will eliminate pricing as a reason why a 
product might not sell.  Once the product has proven to sell 
consistently, the pricing can always be increased during the scaling 
portion of the testing phase. 
 
Nathan 
 

How I Unblocked My Facebook Ad 
Account 
  
This tip is written for someone with very little Facebook ad experience.  
  
Why It Happens 
 
If you received an e-mail from Facebook saying your ads account has 

Facebook most likely uses an automatic algorithm to flag what they 
consider suspicious ads accounts. 
They will never tell you the reaso

 
  
How Long Does It Take To Get Restored? 
 

 There is no standard rule.  In my situation, took me 6 weeks to 
get my ad account restored.  For some, it takes only 1 day.  

 

 The activity was most likely detected as an automatic algorithm, 
and suspended automatically.  But to get the ads account 
unblocked, it takes an actual person at Facebook to manually 
switch your ads account back to active.  So getting your request 
to be seen by an actual person is key. 

  
My Facebook Unblock Procedure 
  
This is what I did to get unblocked from Facebook: 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
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1. Write a detailed message addressing every possibility I could 
think of why they flagged my ads account, then a response as to 
why. 

a. Write in non-confrontational, courteous tone. 
b. Stated I read the FB ad policy & related terms & conditions. 
c. Apologized if I went against policies by mistake, and in 

future will adhere to guidelines. 
 

2. Posted this same message in 3 places in Facebook Help, trying to 
reach different departments: 

a. FB Ads Appeal Form  
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/1582364792025
146   

b. Support Dashboard: (Log in to your personal FB page, click 

 
c. Policy Disabled Ad Account Help:  

https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/5317953801730
90   

 
3. After posting these in 3 places, send daily reminder messages in 

each of the 3 places, reminding someone there to look into my 
situation. 

 
  
My strategy:  
 

 Keep posting follow up messages daily, reminding them to look 
into the situation.  Eventually a live person will respond. 

 During this process, you might get a response from Facebook 

will turn your ads account back on if you persist! 
 
Nathan 
 

4 Ways To Avoid Getting Your 
Facebook Ads Account Blocked 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/1582364792025146
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/1582364792025146
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/531795380173090
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/531795380173090
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1. Only use 1 computer to log into & manage Facebook ads.  

trigger a flag. 
 

2. 
PayPal.  Use credit cards. 

 
3. Avoid using personal account to run ads.  Instead, use Facebook 

business manager to set up multiple ad accounts, each with a 
different payment source (i.e. different credit card 
accounts/numbers).  This way if FB bans 1 ad account, you can 
switch to another. Click here for more help on setting up 
business manager: 
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1612355968988019  

 
4. When starting up a new ad account, ramp up spending slowly.  

Too much spending on a new account can trigger a flag. 
 
This article explains in more detail: http://nicholaskusmich.com/how-
to-prevent-facebook-ad-account-shutdown/  
 
Nathan 
 

Automatically Check AliExpress For 
Price Updates 
 
To automatically check for price changes on AliExpress (or any other 
wholesale site) of products I'm selling, I use a 'web page change 
detector' service. 
 
The one I've found works best is www.followthatpage.com which has a 
free account that lets you monitor up to 20 pages once a day and 
emails you if there are changes. A paid account is available for more 
(and that's only $20 per year). 
 
You will need to make sure you filter what you're monitoring on the 
page otherwise it picks up anything that changes such as ratings and 
review counts. 
 

http://www.100kfactory.com/ultra/
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1612355968988019
http://nicholaskusmich.com/how-to-prevent-facebook-ad-account-shutdown/
http://nicholaskusmich.com/how-to-prevent-facebook-ad-account-shutdown/
http://www.followthatpage.com/
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What I do is set the block I'm monitoring to start with 'Price:' and end 
with 'Shipping:' so that it just monitors the pricing bit of the web page. 
 
Works great for me! 
 
Tim 
 

Use The Facebook Adverts Manager 
App 
 
I was having problems keeping track and monitoring my Facebook ads 
when out and about and on weekend when I went away. 
 
I then found and downloaded the Facebook ad app to my phone.  I 
now can track all my ads in real time and can edit or stop a campaign 
from the palm of my hand. 
My life just got a whole lot easier. 
 
Fiona C. 
 

Filter To Minimize Comment Spam 
 
To avoid negative comments on your FB page you can set up an 
automatic system inside each fan page that hides comments according 
to your standards. 
 
Here is a list of keywords that I add to this Page Moderation Filter: 
 
shipping, shipped, ship ,9.95, rip off, ripoff, fraud, scam, scammers, 
china, aliexpress, www.aliexpress.com, ebay, ebay.com, 
www.ebay.com, 4.95, 6.95, $, 7.95, $, 20, sucks, fuck, thieves, thief, 
expensive, high, price, http, https, ://, www, shipping, ship, ships, 
shipped, shipping fees, how much to ship, 9.95, $9.95, $50, 50 bucks, 
no way, rippoff, ripoff, fraud, scam, scammers, beware, make these, 
make this, ebay, aliexpress, china, s & handling, s&handling, s& 
handling, 9.95, 995, 16, 37, 47, received it, gotten it, received theirs, 
received theres, gotten theres, recieved one, received one, 10, $10, 
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10.00, $10!, $10.00!, not free, where is it, where is my order, when will it 
come, how long will it take, how long, shipping, deliver, delivered, 
amazon, amazon.com, 19.90, $19.90, 50, $50, $20, 20, $30, 30, $40, 40, 
$29.85, 29.85, $39.80, 39.80, $49.75, 49.75, two weeks, 2 weeks, 3 
weeks, three weeks, 4 weeks, four weeks, month, waiting, month ago, 

received, received, catch, charge, credit, credit card, credit card, paypal, 
pay pal, month, s&h, cheap, skeptical, sceptical, review, reviews, 30$, 
20$, 10$, $, 40$, 50$, 60$, 70$, sketchy, make mine, make my own, 
make one, has anyone ordered, hidden, hidden fee, hidden fees, leery, 

order, dont order, months ago, weeks ago, paypal, took the money, 
took my money, took money, never sent, never shipped 
 

 
 

 
 
Brian M. 
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Plugin That Exploits Social Proof From 
Orders  
 
Here is a tip I use for building social proof and trust on my website and 
is also has worked to increase time on my site while lowering my 
bounce rate. 
 
It is a WooCommerce plugin called, "Live Sales Feed for 
WooCommerce", and is available for purchase at the following link: 
http://codecanyon.net/item/live-sales-feed-for-
woocommerce/7273610  
 
This plugin creates a pop-up that displays recent orders on your 
storefront. It's the online equivalent of a busy store and shows 
prospective customers that other people are buying your products. 
 
Here is a screencast demo showing how it works: 
http://screencast.com/t/xtuTiTA2syf  
 
Brian M. 
 

Product Countdown Timer Plugin 
 
Here is a tip I use for creating perceived scarcity with products on my 
website, it has worked wonders to increase cart conversions. 
 
It is a WooCommerce countdown timer plugin called, "The Product 
Countdown WordPress Plugin", and is available for purchase at the 
following link: http://codecanyon.net/item/product-countdown-
wordpress-plugin/4929462  
 
Here is a demo link showing what is does: 
http://codecanyon.net/item/product-countdown-wordpress-
plugin/full_screen_preview/4929462  
 
Brian M. 
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Ad Expresso Ad Intelligence 
 

ads currently running on FB. Originally my goal was to find creative 
 

  
 You can see which ads have had positive engagement rates by 

the number of likes, comments and shares. 
 

 In some cases, you can click on the link to see how many of a 
product have sold. 

 
 

to target (and also study their audiences for improved targeting) 
 

  
 
Michelle D. 
 

Three-Way Product Split-Test 
 
To take away the uncertainty about what is the best method to sell a 
product, my tip is to test the product in an ad campaign three different 
ways. 
 
For example: The Product is a Red Widget and the Selling Price is $9.95. 
 
Ad 1: Red Widget Free - Shipping $9.95 
Ad 2: Red Widget $9.95 - Shipping Free 
Ad 3: Red Widget $6.99 - Shipping $2.95 
 
At the end of that ad campaign, you'll have the best way to continue 
selling the Red Widget. 
 
Extremely Important - In order to accomplish the above tip, you must 
first choose which method you want the product to appear on the 
website. That would be the normal public page. Then you must make 
two duplicate pages and change the price and shipping rate for those 
two to match the other two methods.  
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When each duplicate page is complete, go to the upper right and click 
on "EDIT" next to Visibility. Then click "PRIVATE" and "UPDATE". That 
way, whichever method someone clicks on in your campaign, they will 
come to your site and purchase via the method that they chose.  
 
The reason to keep two pages private, is so that all three pages do not 
appear publicly together and thus you may not know which method 
made the sale if a buyer sees all three choices at once on your site. Plus 
it would just look tacky. 
 
Denis 
 

Goodwin PrintScreen (Screenshot 
Software) 
 
I use Gadwin PrintScreen - it's FREE. Great for cropping photos (getting 
rid watermarks or other unwanteds).  Just a great tool for so many 
things. 
 
You can copy all or any portion of your desktop.  You can put several 
items together then take a screen shot - you know have a new photo of 
a group.  You can then resize to fit what you need.  I love this tool! 
 
Deb C. 
 

 
 
I used Reddit forums to figure out who is using the products and what 
their biggest pains are. Then I designed some ads that use the exact 
language from the forums.  
 
Eg: for a guitar pick, I went to Reddit and learned that some people 
were growing their nails out instead of using a pick. They didn't like the 
long nails, but they thought it was easier than using a pick. Some 
others complained of dropping the picks into their acoustic guitars. 
When I found a good guitar pick that seemed to overcome this 
problem, my ad copy specified "no more dropped picks!" and "stop 
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growing out your nails....get these picks instead!" In addition to just 
targeting guitar player magazines and people who listed 
acoustic/electric guitar as an interest, I also targeted people who were 
specifically interested in "fingerstyle", which is a term that came up 
often in the Reddit discussions. 
 
 
Using this method , I was able to get a CTR of 5.23% for a campaign 
that ended (one sale), and I have 4.03% for a campaign that ends 
tomorrow (818 impressions so far), and another one with a CTR of 
7.16% that ends soon (922 impressions so far). Not really seeing the 
sales volume yet, so I'm going to tweak pricing and try again, but I 
think I've figured out how to at least get peoples' attention. I hope this 
helps someone. 
 
Note: Amazon Reviews also works great for this as well.  
 
Roseann J. 
 

Use Free Shipping as an Incentive for 
Free Shipping 
 
People like free shipping, especially if they've already received the item 
for free. Offer this type of promotion, it'll get more sales and more 
Facebook likes. Win win all around. 
 
How can YOU qualify for FREE Shipping? 
 

 Tell the world  
 
1. Like us on Facebook! 
2. Complete your order, choosing a shipping method that costs $20, or 
less. 
3. Get at least 5 of your friends to order from www.sevenslings.com 
using a unique promotion code we will provide you in your 
confirmation email! 
4. We will refund your shipping & handling fees! (Refunds can take 5-7 
business days to process) 
 
Brad J. 
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Facebook Graph Search 
 
The FACEBOOK GRAPH SEARCH: product selection, AND 
description/website tip 
 
This has two parts. 
 
PART ONE: enter in your niche name in the FB search bar, and the 
words "just pay shipping" 
Don't have a niche?-- simply enter the words "just pay shipping" 
 
What you'll get is mostly ads from people dropshipping like you, using 
the free plus shipping model. Look at what products show up 
consistently, and pay special attention to products with a lot of 
SHARES. A lot. Those products got a lot of ad spend, so the sellers were 
making money on them. 
 
But you don't have to do F + S, you can sell retail. This is product 
research. 
 
The important thing is you see what works in any niche, or just in 
general. Sell the same or similar items as the ones that have tons of 
shares. Look at the ad copy, see what people are saying and how they 
are presenting the product. 
 
PART TWO: When you see a product that's received a ton of ad spend 
and a ton of shares-- click on the Seller. Check out their FB page. Find 
their website and store. Look at how they describe their products. Look 
at how they address the customer (get hints about their targeting!). 
Look at the design factors, the logo etc. Click on the AD! 
 
This research is interesting and easy, and I dare anyone to do it 10 
times and not make a sale. 
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Alan K. 
 

 
 
Always have extra Facebook Ads account available even if you don't 
use it. If your Facebook ads account gets suspended you can still use 
this extra ads account. You can open new FB ads account in FB 
Business Manager using "Add New" => "Ads Account".  
 
Jari T. 
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Include a URL to Boost Facebook Ad 
Click-Through 
 
My CTR for clicks to link went up dramatically by doing 2 things 
consistently: 
 
1) Use a pretty link or similar to shorten the link but still a readable link 
(not bit.ly) 
and then: 
 
2) ALWAYS put the link in the Facebook Ad text (so not relying on 
person to click on the photo). 
 
Before doing the above my CTR was around 2 percent. After, I now 
average 5 percent at least. 
 
Robert R. 
 

Personalize Abandoned Cart Emails 
 
Customize abandoned cart email sequence from just one email to two 
personal emails: 
 
1) The first one after 3 hours  Thank you for visiting our site, you can 
restore your cart etc. 
2) The second one after 24hours  offer 15% discount coupon code  
 
Additionally each email is from a person, like tom@domain.com, not 
support@domain.com. I try to keep it personal. Also, in the email there 
is a direct, BOLD link to the cart restoration  http://domain.com/cart 
 
This has allowed me to get conversions on my abandoned cart 
sequence. 
 
Tomasz K. 
 

Spy on Shopify Niche Stores 
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To find out niche product examples, you can SPY shopify stores by 
doing a simple search on google.com. The keyword search term to use 
is: 
 
KEYWORD.myshopify 
 
Example: pitbull 
 
pitbull.myshopify 
 
Lee Q. 
 

HotJar.com to Identify Usability Issues 
 
I wish to recommend using www.hotjar.com for website owners to 
identify the usability issues by watching the recordings of real visitors 
on our site as they click, tap, how they move the cursor and how they 
navigate across pages. 
 
I ran a store-wide free shipping during Memorial Day and the promo 
code was MEMORIAL. After watching one of the recordings, I realized 
that customers often didn't remember the promo code that I stated in 
FB ads. The customers were trying different common promo codes 
without success and abandoning the cart. One customer added 4 units 
into the cart and the sale was $31. Below is the link to the recording 
and I also attach the video in this email. 
 
https://insights.hotjar.com/p?site=221793&recording=197512974&tok
en=55c9b396220750d6d1e568f8ecc20077  
 
Besides recording, Hotjar has another popular feature which is the 
Heatmaps. These who how users interact with our websites by visually 
representing the clicks, taps and scrolling behavior. 
 
I strongly recommend Hotjar, you may sign up for free trial for 30 days 
at www.hotjar.com  
 
Ernest 
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NOTE: A lot of people recommended HotJar, Ernest was the first to submit 
it by email though, which is why he gets the credit here. Thanks to 
everyone else who also submitted this great tip!  
 

 
 
There is a way to reverse engineer on your targeted audience. By 
looking at what they have liked in the past, you can create new 
audiences based on the common interest groups. Here's how: 
 
1. Go to one of your customer's page. For example, Mark Zuckerberg - 
https://www.facebook.com/zuck?fref=ts&ref=br_tf  
 
2. Replace everything after the "?" with "/likes" and press enter - 
https://www.facebook.com/zuck/likes  
 
3. You will see a page of the person's "likes". Press the spacebar to scroll 
through the page. 
 
Travis L. 
 

Listen to 100k Factory Training 
Recordings on iPhone during 
commute 
 
I have an insanely long commute so I download all of the weekly 
training sessions onto my iPhone. I listen to them over and over to 

me motivated. 
 
Pam 
 

Incentivize Customers To Spend More 
 
Promote coupons that offer free shipping or a discount after a 
customer spends more than x amount on your site. 
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Edward 
 

 
 
Check your ad "Likes" from your Facebook Store then clicking 
"Notifications" to see how many people "liked" your ad and if 
comments were made. Liked ads to me indicates that the ad has some 
appeal, even if they did not buy. You can get an idea which ad people 
liked because the image of the ad is right there. I had 29 "Likes" on one 
ad that I had no idea about. It also tells you how many people saw the 
ad. Sure, you can get this stuff from Ad Manager but this is more user 
friendly. If you have nothing much else going on, these "likes" will perk 
you up and you can visit the person's facebook page and look at their 
groups, movies, likes, and other interests.  
 
Jennifer 
 

Create a Buyer Database 
 
Create an Excel file of buyer email addresses by going into Paypal and 
opening each purchase to do a copy and paste. I also add a column for 
their name, date and what they bought. It came in handy when a 
customer called me wanting another item and I was quickly able to 
email her direct link.  
 

product description 
 
I add "Satisfaction guaranteed" as the last line in product description. 
 
Jennifer 
 

Put the Trustify Images above the fold 
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I moved a stagnant image of Trustify Me above the fold on both cart 
and checkout. The live certifications are still at the bottom of the page 
(if you scroll down that far). 
 
Jennifer 
 

Advanced Free Shipping 
 

allows you to offer free shipping on a certain number of products in 
the cart and also carts over a certain amount.  You can also hide the 
standard shipping method. 
  
Some people might find this handy. 
 
Here is also a plugin for $17 called Advanced shipping where people 
can set an initial price for shipping and then a smaller amount for each 
addition item bought  
 
http://codecanyon.net/item/woocommerce-advanced-
shipping/8634573  
 
Rob 
 

Manual Product-Add Hack 
 

manual entry on the product finder.  
 
The following style of link is marked as an incorrect link on the product 
finder's manual add feature (this link is from inside an Aliexpress store: 
 
http://www.aliexpress.com/item/LED-Nylon-Pet-Dog-Collar-Night-
Safety-LED-Light-up-Flashing-Glow-In-The-Dark-
Electric/1958120495.html  
 
The second number in the link is the sku number (1958120495). Search 
with this number inside the Product Finder (in the Command Center) 
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DJ 
 

Photo Editor by Aviary 
 
Photo Editor by Aviary on PC is great for editing images. I have used 
the 'blemish' option to erase writing on images. 
 
Definitely worth a mention and available on IOS too but with in-app 
purchases. 
 
Julie P. 
 

 
 
Add a few products to your site and mark them as sold out. Add a 

product for sale. 
  
This will create the impression that items are selling out on your site 
and is a really good and simple way of promoting urgency and scarcity. 
 
Chris L. 
 

Make Personal Contact With People 
Who Abandon Cart 
 

abandoned their cart and asked if they would be kind enough to help 
me out with some feedback. Not only do they often oblige with 
feedback, but in some cases they have purchased as well! 
 
I believe that it could be a very useful tip!  After all  our potential 
customers are the ones who can give us the best feedback and the 
person who bought from me was more than happy to tell me that she 
liked the product, she like the price, the website was fine and the 
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Facebook marketing was great  she was just disappointed with the 
shipping price.  She also commented that it would probably be a good 

 which is quite different to 
what we have been taught. 
  
Elsie 
 

Website to Help With Color Schemes 
 
I found a cool website for matching colors in your ad. 
 
Say you want the background color to match a color in the ad photo. 
You just upload the image to this site, select the color you want and it 
will give you the HTML color code you simply fill in in Designmaster+ 
and the background color matches your image. 
  
http://imagecolorpicker.com/  
 
Steve 
 

Use Tmart.com as a Research Tool 
 
A great way to find products in different niches is to go to 
www.Tmart.com m there you can choose 
different price ranges and different categories e.g  Under $1.99   $2-
$9.99, $10-$19.99, $20-$49.99   Then go to 100k Factory Product Picker 
and search for the product there. Another way is to click on Tmart 
Deals find your products and then go to 100kFactory Product Picker 
 
John 
 

Pinterest Traffic 
 
A great way to get more traffic to your website is through Pinterest. 
  
Create a board for the same niche as your niche website.  Populate it 
with interesting posts. 
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Hit EDIT on one of the posts and in the Website field, enter the url of 
your niche website.  Do this for a few of the posts (not all.) 
  
You can still attribute the source of shared posts in the Description field 

 but best to do this with an original post 
 

  
Susan 
 

 
 
When you find something any young child would love to have but you 
consider it to be too expensive for a parent to purchase impulsively, 
remember Grandma. 
 

wonderful item for a cherished grandchild. So market it to women who 
are over about 45 and Grandmas. 
 
Dennis M. 
 

Gary Halbert Copy Trick 
 
Sometimes one tiny word can make a big difference. In the Facebook 
ad text, instead of using the phrase "TAG & SHARE With Someone Who 
Would Love These!" 
 
Try saying "TAG & SHARE With Someone Else Who Would Love These!" 
 
It harkens back to a direct marketing technique Gary Halbert used to 
teach decades ago, making the product seem more desirable. 
 
Robert S. 
 

Adding A Product With Variations 
 
An option on the window where you are adding variations to a product 
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select one of 

the variations as a default, the behavior of your product pages changes 
as follows: 
 

variations window. 
  
If 

 
  
I chased this issue for a while until I realized what was causing the 

 
  
Jack K. 
 

Pushcrew, Page Expiration Robot & 
 

 
My first suggestion is to use Pushcrew on niche websites. It allows you 

website. 
 
My second suggestions is to use a timer such as Page Expiration Robot 
(https://es.wordpress.org/plugins/page-expiration-robot/) within 
product content to increase the scarcity effect. 
 
My third tip is the easy creation of videos to be used in Facebook ads 
from the images supplied by the product manufacturer and the use of 
the software PicturesToEx (http://www.wnsoft.com/en/picturestoexe/). 

advertising. 
 
Les 
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Shareaholic Social Shares Plugin 
 
Found a really cool plug-in...shareaholic. It puts all of the social media 
links directly onto your page and helps to drive more traffic to both 
your site and your ads. Give it a try. 
 
Carol 
 

Easy Watermark Fix 
 
Instead of trying to fix the watermarks on your product images by 

a good image on AliExpress, you can 
try the following: 
 
1.    Do a google search for your product.  (Be specific.  Generic will 
bring back too many results.) 
 
2.    Click on images. 
 
3.    Scroll down until you find an image like yours (even if it has a 
watermark). 
 
4.    Right click on that image.  When you do, there will be several 
choices for  possible actions to take. 
 

top of   
        the page in a new window.  Beside that image there will be a 
choice of sizes. 
 

there will  be one or more without a watermark. 
 
7.    Choose the best image.  (Remember that larger images usually 
work best.         Smaller ones look grainy when enlarged.) 
 

 
 
Now you have a watermark-free image! 
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Donnie 
 

20 Free Stock Image Sites 
 
Here are 20 FREE Creative Commons Zero license photo sites with 
MILLIONS of images you can legally change and use any way you wish: 
 
https://blog.hootsuite.com/20-free-stock-photo-sites-social-media-
images/ 
 
Dawn 
 

Save Space In Your Ad 
 
Since we have a very limited space for our ad I try to maximize this 
space by using this trick. 
  
I use 2 text boxes in my ad one on top of the other one below it. 
  
What I do is I write the info text on two lines  the color I want and I 
add it to my ad.  
 

contrasting color and I insert this text box between the information 
lines on top of the information box, as a different text box. 
  
This way I have more space for information and I still have the action 
call within the space. Since it is all within the permit limited space all 
my ads have been accepted. 
 
Another tip is to match colors in your ads. I like to use different color in 
my ad for the information text and for the call for action text (scarcity) 
and I want to make sure my two ads have the exact same color in 
inverse order. 
  
So what I do is: once my first ad is finished with two different colors, I 
copy my info text and paste it into my call to action text box and insert 
it into my ad. Then I copy my call to action text into my information 
text box and add it on my ad. Then I delete the original text boxes and I 
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am left with my new text in the inverse exact same colors. That way 
there is no chance of error in the colors. 
  
Philippe  
 

Jetpack & Permalinks Moved Plugins 
 
I have 2 Wordpress Plugin Tips. 
 
1) JetPack Plugin - This plugin is from Wordpress themselves , which is 
actually a suite of plugins. Once activated there are various plugins you 
can activate or deactivate within your site/store from the Jetpack Tab. 
 
Without having to have tons of external plugins activated, the 3 main 
ones I am using at the moment on my store are 
 
a) Protect - This blocked my store from 2 malicious login attempts - 
Protect is a cloud-powered brute force attack prevention tool. They 
leverage the millions of Wordpress sites to identify and block malicious 
IPs. Protect tracks failed login attempts across all Jetpack-connected 
sites using the Protect module. If any single IP has too many failed 
attempts in a short period of time, they are blocked from logging in to 
any site with this plugin installed. Protect is derived from BruteProtect, 
and will disable BruteProtect on your site if it is currently enabled. 
b) Photron - My stores, because they are mainly images, load so much 
faster - Give your site a boost by loading images in posts from the 
WordPress.com content delivery network. We cache your images and 
serve them from our super-fast network, reducing the burden on your 
Web host with the click of a button.  
 
c) Stats - This tells you on your dashboard in graph format - where your 
traffic is coming from Google, Facebook(referrers) etc and what pages 
they visited (home page-product page checkout etc) There are many 
plugins and services that provide statistics, but data can be 
overwhelming. Site Stats makes the most popular metrics easy to 
understand through a clear and attractive interface. 
 
Plus more... 
 
2) The other Plugin is Permalinks moved permanently this will 
automatically redirect a URL for any post or page, where the URL 
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including structure has changed will not redirect any changes prior to 
activating this plugin 
 
Once this plugin is activated on Wordpress important - you need to go 
to settings - Permalinks and don't have to make any changes - Just hit 
save changes 
 
(I have made many changes on my niche store even while ads are 
running, as you see your original title needs to amended, and the URL 
changed on a product page - 1st title which creates the URL doesn't 
always make sense) 
 
Kim 
 

Site Customizations (and more!) 
 
If nothing else these tips make the site nicer for the user experience. In 
no particular order: 
 
#1) http://www.themelocation.com/how-to-display-number-of-item-
in-cart-and-cart-total-amount/  
 
This is how I customized it though: 
 
For our installation you give us select the theme to edit "Virtue". For the 
first code snippet I selected "header-topbar.php" and used the 
following code... 
 
                     <li> 
                      <a class="cart-contents" href="<?php echo esc_url(WC()-
>cart->get_cart_url()); ?>" title="<?php esc_attr_e('View your shopping 
cart', 'virtue'); ?>"> 
                        <i class="icon-shopping-cart" style="padding-
right:5px;"></i><?php echo sprintf(_n('%d item', '%d items', 
$woocommerce->cart->cart_contents_count, 'woothemes'), 
$woocommerce->cart->cart_contents_count);?> -   
                        <?php if ( WC()->cart->tax_display_cart == 'incl' ) { 
                            echo WC()->cart->get_cart_subtotal();  
                          } else { 
                            echo WC()->cart->get_cart_total(); 
                          }?> 
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                      </a> 
                    </li> 
 
and replaced this over the part it closely matches. Then for the 
functions.php portion I added this code... 
 
add_filter('add_to_cart_fragments', 
'woocommerce_header_add_to_cart_fragment'); 
  
 
function woocommerce_header_add_to_cart_fragment( $fragments ) 
{ 
 
                global $woocommerce;  
 
                ob_start();  
 
                ?> 
 
                <a class="cart-contents" href="<?php echo $woocommerce-
>cart->get_cart_url(); ?>" title="<?php _e('View your shopping cart', 
'woothemes'); ?>"><i class="icon-shopping-cart" style="padding-
right:5px;"></i><?php echo sprintf(_n('%d item', '%d items', 
$woocommerce->cart->cart_contents_count, 'woothemes'), 
$woocommerce->cart->cart_contents_count);?> - <?php echo 
$woocommerce->cart->get_cart_total(); ?></a> 
 
                <?php  
 
                $fragments['a.cart-contents'] = ob_get_clean(); 
 
                return $fragments;  
 
} 
 
Now it displays my number of item in my cart beautifully. I would add 
that editing code on your site can mess things up if you don't know 
what your doing and either way save an original backup so it can be 
restored if you get undesired results. My slight variation of the code 
from what the site gave allowed my to keep the image of the cart. 
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#2) Another thought is in ad approval. I found this article and it was 
insightful to understanding Facebook's mentality with approving ads 
as I have had a couple issues with them at first.  
 
https://adespresso.com/academy/blog/facebook-ads-review-rules/  
 
Along these lines I have found that my ads that look a bit uglier do get 
better clicks (I have a hobby with graphic design and love using 
Photoshop) but ads made through design master (or that mimic design 
master) do better than prettier ones through Photoshop as you have 
said in the training already.  
 
I tested this on a couple ads when I wasn't seeing results at first. Also I 
find that the bigger and uglier the "arrow" the better is seems to do 
which makes no sense to me as I think I would be less inclined to click 
those myself. 
 
#3) Well here is another thought... it resolved my abandoned cart issues 
anyway.  
 
This is what I did for my shipping... 
 
Under appearance>setting>shipping 
 
I clicked on flat rate shipping.  
 
I set the cost it to $4.95 
 
Under the "Shipping $9.95" Shipping Class Cost set it to: 
 
$3.95 + ( 6 * [qty] ) - $4.95 
 
If I do an item with free + shipping  and set its shipping class to 9.95 
then they will be charged $9.95 + an extra 6.00 for each additional free 
item added.  
 
All other products like this will be charged $4.95 no matter how many 
items they order. One issue with this is I would like a single item to only 
be charge $2.95 but I cannot seem to get that to work though I have 
tried formulas to do that under the $2.95 shipping class. 
 
#4) Under appearance > editor, it will default let you edit the CSS.  
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I made the following adjustments to improve the look of the site 
because I am OCD on a few things like the items in the store staggering 
or hovering over the links barely being noticeable and a couple issues 
while viewing the site on a phone. I added this code to that file and am 
pleased with it. 
 
/* hides the folder under product categories */ 
.product-categories .cat-item a:after{display:none;} 
 
/* truncates the product name so it doesn't take multiple lines and 
keeps uniformed look */ 
.product_details h5 {white-space: nowrap; overflow: hidden; text-
overflow: ellipsis;} 
 
/* adjust the regular product price: color, size, and placement */ 
del {color:red;opacity: 0.7; font-size: .6em;} 
del span.amount {vertical-align:top;} 
 
/* adds bluish hover effect to main menu, product categories, and site 
logo */ 
.product-categories li a:hover, #nav-main ul.sf-menu a:hover, .site-links 
a:hover {text-shadow: 0 0 4px #8888FF;} 
header #logo a.brand:hover {text-shadow: 0 0 2px #8888FF;} 
 
 
/* on phone screens makes logo not be covered by the menu */ 
@media screen and (max-width:480px){header #logo {margin-
top:5em;}} 
 
/* adjust the regular product price placement on certain screen sizes so 
they are uniform */ 
@media (min-width:991px){del {display:block; color:red;opacity: 0.7; 
font-size: .6em;}} 
@media (min-width:1200px){del {display:inline; color:red;opacity: 0.7; 
font-size: .6em;}} 
 
And finally, another great resource: 
 
https://docs.woothemes.com/documentation/plugins/woocommerce/
getting-started/  
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They have nice quick, simply videos that teaches all about the basic 
setting of WooCommerce. I watched a couple videos and have already 
found a few useful things there and this can give a much better 
understanding of the software that runs our store.  
 
Jason 
 

 
 
After you publish your product from the product picker, remember to 
change the URL in the product page in Woocommerce. Otherwise, 
anybody can copy the URL and Google it to find the product in 
Aliexpress! 
 
Travis 
 

Use Magazines To Get Ideas 
 
If you're looking for a tight niche and can't think of one- go here for 
ideas: https://www.magazines.com/magazines/hobbies.html 
 
Magazines are known for "niching niches." 
 
Here's some you may have never thought of/heard of:  
- Snowmobile racing 
- 3D and target archery 
- Personal watercraft (aka jet skis) 
- Rugby 
- Badminton 
- Disc/Frisbee 
- Women's flat-track roller derby 
- Bass fishing 
- Bass boats 
- Fly fishing 
- Mudding 
- Sand dune buggies 
- Beading 
- Quilting 
- Knitting 
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- Coin 
- Collecting 
 

Since magazines make their money from advertising -- and advertisers 
advertise products - there must be products in these niches to sell. 
 
Stacey 
 

Save Time When Setting Up Products 
With Variables 
 
When editing product with Variables no need to edit EACH variable 
"regular price" and "sale price" individually.  Sava time by setting ALL 
variables "regular price" and "sale price" at the same time with these 
steps: 
 
Navigate to WooCommerce > Products > Product Data > Variable 
product: 
 
Under "add variation" tab > Pricing, select "set regular prices" and/or 
"set sale prices" > Go <enter price> - OK 
 
All the variables in that product will now have the same regular/sales 
price. 
 
Kerry 
 

Multiple Stores with ONE Paypal 
Account 
 

accounts for each store?  No problem.  Each PayPal account can have 
up to 8 email addresses, each one representing a unique store.  This 
allows you to brand up to 8 different stores without all communication 
coming from the same email account attached to the PayPal. 
 
For example: 
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Main Store set up in PayPal: 
 

 
 

 marysbeachwear@gmail.com 
3rd store: Camping R Us; using campingrus@gmail.com 
 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=p/sell/multiple_emails-
outside explaining how this is done. 
 
Jeff 
 

EMS ePacket for Fast Shipping 
 
Some Aliexpress sellers have EMS epacket cheaper faster shipping to 
US which may attract more customers to our products 
 
Jeanette 
 

ROT Headline Formula 
 
Here's a Tip for eye catching Headlines for Product Pages or Ads 
 

 
 
State Results buyer wants or can receive from your product. 
 
Results wanted: safety, better education for children, healthier etc 
 
State Objections: (Reasons why this hasn't happened) 
 
Objections: live in city, kids get bored,  No time to exercise, eat right 
 
Time Frame: How long will it take to achieve results 
 
Time: Immediately . Within 90 days. healthier you in 30 days 
 
Make sure each of these elements are in the hook line. 
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Examples: 
 
No matter where you are these, portable alarms provide immediate 
warnings and 24 hour protection. (target female travelers) 
 
These 3D historically correct puzzles immediately engage your child's 
interest from beginning to end, allowing you an opportunity to 
highlight all the important facts. -(target homeschooling parents) 
 
Think drinking 8 glasses of water a day is hard? Not with the Fruit 
Infused Water bottle. From day one, you'll feel better knowing you're 
on the way to a healthier you. (target health conscious adults) 
 
Edith 
 

How To Find Hidden Negative 
Feedback 
 
Our tip is about finding hidden negative feedback on Aliexpress 
suppliers. 
 
When clicking on the feedback section you see a list of reviews from 5 
stars to 1 star 
 
Even if the 1-3 stars says it has 0 reviews, click on each of them because 

determining a good seller. 
 
Dez and Tonia 
 

Should You Change Your Website 
Name? 
 
My tip is to verify and change the website name, if required. May sound 
simple, but it could have a huge impact. I discovered last week that my 
site had a lot of website with the same name. If I do a search on Google 
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page does not come.  
 
Therefore, if a customer gets to my website and decide to come back 
later to purchase, unless he remembers the exact website address, with 
the extension .NET, he will not be able to do his purchase.  
 
Conclusion and tip of the day: create a website with a unique name. 
 
Pierre 
 

Create a Customer Avatar 
 
I am a visual learner and thinker. When creating an audience to target it 
is extremely helpful to create a visual of your ideal representative of 
that audience. Find an image that represents that ideal customer. For 
example a 35 year old woman. 
 
Create a vision board with her picture in the center. Ask yourself what 
her typical day would look like. Write it down under the picture. What 
does she like to do in her spare time? Write it down. What are her goals 
in life? What does she struggle with in her daily life? Does she have a 
family? How does your product provide the solution to her problem? 
How would you address her objections?  Write that down. 
 
Look at her picture and talk to her in her words. You know this woman 
because you've gone deep into audience insights. You know her likes. 
You know her needs. You know what she cooks for dinner and where 
she hangs out. You know what is important to her. Now show her that 
you know.  Look into her eyes and speak to her when writing your ad. 
She'll reward you with a sale because you've taken the time to know 
what she wants, what she likes. What she needs. You get her. 
And she'll be back. 
 
Robin 
 

Copy Images From AliExpress 
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For the image on product picker, copy and paste the main image from 
the product page on your website. 
  

the corner of it in your websites colors.  
  
Chris 
 

Sell As An Affiliate And Get A 8% 
Commission Boost 
 
A quick way to boost profits is to sign up (it's free) for the AliExpress 
affiliate program at https://portals.aliexpress.com/. It pays a flat 8% 
affiliate commission on all purchases made through your affiliate links. 
Just use your own affiliate link each time you place your AliExpress 
orders to earn the 8% commission (their Terms of Service don't prohibit 
affiliates from purchasing through their own links). 
 
Jack D. 
 

Use W3 Total Cache 
 

improve conversions. My tip is to install the plugin W3 Total Cache for 
Wordpress which will do a fantastic job in reducing load times. After I 
installed the plugin I was able to reduce the load time to 5 seconds  

clicks are coming through, my "average time on page" for 1 day has 
gone up to 20sec and I hope this number keeps going up and finally 
converting in sales for this particular product. 
 
Erik H. 
 

Tawk.to Live Chat 
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(https://www.tawk.to) and the FREE WP plugin can be found here 
(https://wordpress.org/plugins/tawkto-live-chat/). 
  
Basically there are 2 major advantages here: 
 
1. For those that are not comfortable to setup a toll-free number on 
their WP store, or cannot afford to pay for the annual fees for now, they 
can setup this online chat feature, and let their customer connect to 
them with their questions or enquiries. 
 
2. Customers are now more likely to click on the live chat button to find 
out more about the product they are interested in, but rather seldom 
to click on the Contact Us, or call the toll-free number as live chat is 
realtime and customers prefer fast responses. 
  
Thanks, 
Kim  
 

Use Google Image Search To Find 
Where A Product Is Selling 
 
I use Google Image search (https://images.google.com/) to find where 
the product is selling elsewhere, other AliExpress vendors selling the 
same product, or if I find a product on Pinterest etc, I can sometimes 
find where I can source it on AliExpress. 
 
It is really good pricing research too. 
 
Kim 
 

on Ad Image 
 
Use cross through prices and put the actual price in a different font and 
font size, like this: 
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David C. 
 

Check Walmart.com To Help 
Determine Product Novelty 
 
I have struggled with the 'N' in the PAN formula (novelty), and I realized 
that what is a Novelty Product down in NZ or Australia - based on what 
we'd see in Bricks & Mortar stores here, is not the same as in the US. 
 
Someone mentioned that my criteria should be 'it's not in Walmart' - 
and I was like, OK, I can't go into a Walmart, so I'll look online.  
 
As part of my product picking criteria, I go to http://www.walmart.com/ 
to see if it is there. That helped me find my winning products in a 
Niche, because neither were available in their online store - whilst they 
are in Amazon etc. 
 
I have had feedback from others outside of the US, that it is a very 
useful tip for them too, and they are also adopting it. So a very small 
inclusion - but one that I think is very valid for members outside of the 
US. 
 
Caro 
 

Get a Prepaid USD Visa or Mastercard 
(for people outside the USA) 
 
This is a tip for people who are outside the USA. 
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Get yourself a prepaid travel Mastercard/Visa that has a base currency 
of US Dollars. 
 
Use it to pay for your FB ads and anything else that gets charged in 
dollars, you will save a huge amount in exchange fees on using your 
own local currency credit card. 
 
Plus if you choose the right one, you will get a much better exchange 
rate when you load it than the one your credit card gives you. 
 
Of course another benefit is that you can never go over your limit. 
 
In the UK I've got a business account that comes with a free US Dollar 
Mastercard so I can transfer money onto it straight from my business 
account. 
 
Hope this helps. 
 
Tim D. 
 

AliExpress Idea Expansion 
 
My top tip is for when you are product searching. The tip is more for a 
cross pollination of ideas and another way to visually stimulate the 
creativity of looking for products.  
 
When you have clicked a link on the Command Center Product Picker 
and have an Ali Express page open, click the link to go into the heart of 
the store. (Generally on the top left where I show in the attached 
screen shot)  
 
Then you have another quick and easy feast of products to cast an eye 
over. Some are related to what you were looking at on the product 
picker, so are so far removed that you may have never thought to type 
those product descriptions in the Product Picker search bar.  
 
Most Ali stores also have search and sort capabilities. When you find 
something you like, copy some of the description and paste it in the 
Product Picker search box so you can see the product, or similar 
products and check the basic criteria of number of orders, feedback 
etc. 
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Dave 
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